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Ghosts from Lizardâ€™s pastâ€”and the man who wants to be her future.The empty places in
Elsieâ€™s soulâ€”and the temptations of raspberry-laced courage.Walk once more with Jennieâ€™s
students as they come to the end of their WitchLight journeys.Ahâ€”just read it. You know you want
to :-).
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Debora Geary offers another step into her Witch Central world with a return and ending to Elsie and
Lizard's journey with WitchLight. Many of your favorite characters from The Modern Witch series
continue to play roles in their lives as they figure out their next steps. Once again, Geary's charming
world charms the reader. Many may be sad that this is the end to the series, but we know that in
Witch Central, there never are true endings - only true beginnings.

I just purchased three hours ago and I cannot put this down! Work be damned...I can sleep later!
Totally engrossing, if you have not yet read any of her books, what are you waiting for??? LOVE

IT!!!! I don't normally finish books in one sitting but I had to finish this one...or is it really finished?The
plot centers on the two intrepid souls who are closer to the light of complete understanding of
themselves and their paths. You agonize with Lizard and celebrate with Elsie, all the while wanting
to shake them both. I will spare any particular details other than to say be prepared to have this
book take you away from all around you. If you start it be prepared to finish.Fantastic as always!!!!
Thank you Deborah!...July is too far away!

This book is the last in the Witches on Parole trilogy. If you haven't read the previous books - do. If
this is your first foray into Debora Geary territory then give yourself the gift of tracking down the first
book in the Modern Witch series and start there and work your way back to this book. You won't
regret it.This book wraps our journey with Elsie and Lizard and what a fantastic journey it's been.
I've greatly enjoyed the transformation of two strong women from uptight, over-organised,
time-managed professional and street tough with bulk attitude to a woman who can go with the flow,
daring herself and others to be all they can and a woman who believes she has self-worth and is
setting out to achieve with that.In reading these books I laughed and teared up and now want to go
back and read them all again. Debora has created a beautiful world filled with love and magic and
family and I want to move there. I can't wait for the next book "Nomadic Witch" and to see what else
Debora has in store for us.

5 STARSI have been looking forward to this book and it did not disapoint me.Witches In Flight is the
last of WitchLight Trilogy which is a spinoff ofModern Witch series that I also love.These books have
such a community of caring for one another and being their while some are searching and
learning.They are books that keep your interest in them high and don't have to worry about
swearing and sex scenes. Just fun books that make you want to be better nieghbors.In book three
we have Lizard and Elsie getting ready to fly and move on from WitchLight. They both have grown
in different ways and its fun to see how much they have changed.Lizard is still writing poems for her
class and she has to make choices of where she wants to go forward. She has many offers on the
table. Money if she wants to sell her idea, working with Josh, or working still with Lauren dating
Josh.Elsie is still flying on trapeze, doing things out of silly jar. Trying to decide if she wants to go
back to her practice or try different ways to help others.These stories have great characters in them.
From grump old men to brand new babies. All are reaching out to each other and helping to lift ones
higher.Now I have to wait months for her next book in the Modern Witch series.I was given this
ebook and asked to share my honest review of the book.3/27/2012 PUB. Fireweed Publishing

I am a reader. I read everything; classics, poetry, religious works, the encyclopedia and dictionary
for fun, even screen plays. Some of my favorite authors are J.R.R. Tolkien, Andre (Alice Mary)
Norton, Mark Twain, and Katherine Kurtz. I like stories that have well crafted plot(s), characters I
recognize as people who I would want to be friends with, and have a lesson to be learned through
gentle guidance. Debora, you are way up on that list now.These books aren't about strong women
or men. They really aren't about otherworldy magic, despite the levitation and porting via the Net.
Debora's books are about the magic of love, acceptance without pre-judgement, about the ability to
learn no matter how young or old, the sense of self worth and self acceptance that we all, hopefully,
strive to reach.Oh and missy Debora, that was one full box of tissue, just for one book. I will
patiently wait and crochet or knit or paint or something while the next cauldron of enchantment
brews.

Witches in Flight is the final book in the WitchLight Trilogy. I'm so thrilled at the way this story
worked out. It was so heart warming-- Through-out this trilogy, I've laughed, I've cried, and I've
cheered for ever victory these characters achieved.As happy as I am to read this book, I can't help
but be a little bit sad since it is the last in WitchLight. Thank goodness for the Modern Witch Series! I
am really hoping, and am sure that we will still be keeping up with these characters through-out that
particular series.In this book I couldn't help but hurt for Lizard as she struggles to believe she's good
enough and deserving of the best life has to offer. At the same time I couldn't help but smile at the
way she grows and accepts who she is as a person. It was very realistic and I can really relate to
Lizard's character. Lizard has grown so much from the angry, un-trusting, self-doubting person we
met in the first book. It's really beautiful to watch (or should I say read?) the way she battles through
all those past doubts, suspicion and fears. Debora Geary captures her amazingly well!I'm also
incredibly proud of Elsie. She has come SO far. This journey was not an easy one for her. In the
book, we see just how far she has come from the person we were first introduced to; (Which was
nothing but serious, perfectly organized, no smiling or laughing, always on a schedule, Elise). She is
still some of those things only now in a positive way. She uses those things to not only help herself
but others. She can now relax and have a good time! Elsie has made the biggest change, I
think.The WitchLight Trilogy really could not have ended on a better note. I would highly suggest
checking out these books. The characters are real, the problems are something most of us face in
one way or another and the journey is very uplifting. You will NOT be disappointed!!Jessica.
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